
30,000 books were collected this year for donation

to 288 rural townships and public libraries with

small collections, giving residents in remote areas

access to high quality books. 

National Taichung Library and 316 public

libraries in 25 counties and cities organized 316

large-scale book exchange activities for this year's

National Good Book Exchange Day. Among the

participating libraries, 126 offered extended book

exchange activities and set up "good book exchange

areas" for the ongoing development of book

exchanges. 

People donating books were issued a "book

exchange card" that could be used to exchange up to

10 books on July 12. 

Celebrities joined the crowd for the exchange

activity, which also highlighted culture resource

recycling, battery recycling, soap making and other

environmental protection events.

National Taichung Library Celebrates 85th

Birthday 

Established in 1923, the National Taichung

Library (NTL) celebrated its 85th anniversary with a

series of special exhibitions from May 15 to 21,

2008. The anniversary events included "Corridors of

Sound and Light: Exhibition on the Evolution of the

AV Collection"; "Reading New Experiences

Special Exhibition on E-books"; "Special Exhibition

on the Digitization of Rare Book Collections";

"Periodical Vitality: Special Exhibition of First Issue

Natural and Social Sciences Periodicals";

"Children's Book Model Show"; "Exhibition of

Posters on Circulation Operations"; and "Exhibition

on the Basic Design Stage of the New Library

Facilities." On May 15, the day of the anniversary,

the library also held a ceremony for the presentation

of a CD-ROM of digitized old newspapers to the

Kinmen Daily News, an exhibition of e-book readers

and symposium under the theme of "Cherishing the

Past, Spurring the Future." A "Tree of Hope" was

also planted at the library to promote carbon

emission reductions. 

In conjunction with the events, the library

published an 85th anniversary album with articles

submitted by Taichung Mayor Jason Hu and long-

time library readers. In addition event was arranged

to collect historic photographs, presenting a

nostalgic look at the Taiwan of old. 
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Director-general Shiuan-chyn Yang (second from left)
and other dignitaries cut the cake for the NTL's 85th
anniversary.  

A display at the library entrance introduces the
highlights of the NTL over the past 85 years. 



N a t i o n a l  C e n t r a l  L i b r a r y

The NTL was established on May 15, 1923,

during the Japanese occupation period, as the

Taichung Prefectural Library at the former site of the

Taichung Club. In 1946, the library was renamed as

the Taiwan Provincial Taichung Library. In 1999, it

was placed under the Council for Cultural Affairs

and renamed the National Taichung Library. Today,

the library is in charge of assisting public libraries

nationwide and fostering an environment for

continuing education. The library has over 386,000

registered users and a collection of over 786,000

volumes. In 2006, the Executive Yuan approved a

plan to relocate the library and expand it with the

establishment of a National Digital Library. The

library is expected to move into its new home in 2012. 

Southern Taiwan University Libraries form

Alliance

Cheng Kung University Library hosted the

"Yunlin-Chiayi-Tainan Area University Library

Alliance Conference and Book Sharing Agreement

Signing Ceremony" on May 20, 2008, at the library

conference room. The alliance and agreement aim to

promote cooperation and book lending among

university libraries in Yunlin, Chiayi and Tainan

counties to expand access to and effective utilization

of resources on humanities and social sciences

research in southern Taiwan. The alliance represents

to university and college libraries, including

National Sun Yat-sen University Library, and

benefits over 100,000 teachers and students. 

The 20 participating universities jointly

received an NT$46 million grant from the Ministry

of Education (MOE) to purchase over 16,000 social

science books for their library collections. In

addition to the inter-library loan mechanism, the

participating libraries plan to promote alliances in

various research fields. 

Jinjhen Library Releases Books into the Wild 

Hoping to give more people access to good

books, Puzih Jinjhen Library in Chiayi County

began to distribute over 300 donated books for

placement in buses, restaurants and other public

places for people to read and share with others. The

activity, called "Loving books, Taking a Journey,"

contributes to the "Book Crossing" movement,

which encourages people to leave books for others to

freely enjoy and pass. More than 700,000 people

around the globe have shared over five million

books worldwide through Book Crossing. 

Kaohsiung Literature Library Launches

Author Digital Archive 

The Kaohsiung City Bureau of Cultural Affairs

and Kaohsiung Public Library inaugurated a

"Literary Author and Work Web" at the bureau's

Kaohsiung Literature Library (KLL), putting a new

face on Kaohsiung's literary world. The site serves

as a digital archive on Kaohsiung writers and their

works, with content including author interview

videos and audio recordings, and introductions to

and appreciation of literary works. The site aims to

introduce Kaohsiung's literary achievements to a

broader audience through the internet. 

A total of 169 Kaohsiung authors are

introduced in the archive, including biographies,

photographs, manuscripts, and writings. With

funding support from the Council for Cultural

Affairs, the Bureau of Cultural Affairs has also been

digitally converting printed material in the KLL

collection for inclusion in the archives. The archive

currently includes information on 182 authors, audio

and video interviews with 99 authors, video

recordings of lectures at the library by 44 authors,

full-text scans of 70 works, images of 1,400 books

and writings, basic information, and nine multimedia

e-books. 

Kaohsiung Film Archive Opens Taiwanese

Film Exhibit 

Over its six-year history, the Kaohsiung Film

Archive (KFA) has been active in promoting film

appreciation and the preservation of film-related
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